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1. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers have focused attention on the question of how to
measure the relationships between random variables. Therefore, many tools
for measuring the relationships of association have been proposed (see, for
instance [2] for a review). Roughly speaking, these measures can be classified
in two distincts groups : the first group consists of measures of association
which can be expressed as functions of the canonical correlation coeffi-
cients derived from the classical (linear) canonical analysis (see, e.g.,
[7, 11]) and the second group contains all other measures. In the first
group, the related functions often have common properties. A first attempt
of studying these measures as elements belonging to a same class was
performed in [22]. More recently, a wider class was introduced in [5] and
a global study of the involved tests for noncorrelation was proposed. In
this latter work, it is seen that these measures can be expressed as non-
decreasing symmetric functions of the canonical correlation coefficients.
Moreover, a class of measures of association which are related to the
nonlinear canonical analysis have recently been introduced (see [6]).
However, a question arises: Knowing that both linear and nonlinear
canonical analysis are particular cases of the general notion of canonical
analysis (CA) of Hilbertian subspaces [7], is it possible to define a notion
of measure of association for Hilbertian subspaces that allows one to
obtain the previous classical measures of association as particular cases?
This approach is of interest because the generality of the CA of Hilbertian
subspaces allows us to consider many others frameworks. For example, it
may allow one to determine the relationships between stationary processes,
or between the future of such a process and its past (see, e.g., [17, 18,
24, 27]).
In this paper, a general measure of association for Hilbertian subspaces
is introduced. We define such a measure by a few axioms that represent
conditions that such a tool should satisfy. A class of association measures
is then constructed by using symmetric nondecreasing functions, and it is
shown that some known tools (for example, mutual information between
Gaussian spaces; see [12]) belong to this class. Furthermore, we give a
characterization of this class by means of an invariance property. We also
introduce a notion of partial association for Hilbertian subspaces. Finally,
all these concepts are exploited for random variables. It is shown that the
classical measures of association are particular cases, and that this general
framework allows one to introduce new ideas for measuring partial non-
correlation, partial independence and linear predictability of a strongly
mixed second order stationary process.
2. CANONICAL ANALYSIS OF HILBERTIAN SUBSPACES
This section reviews briefly canonical analysis (CA) of two closed
subspaces of a separable real Hilbertian space. We will restrict ourselves to
results that will be useful throughout the paper. Further details about this
theory can be found in [7].
For a Hilbert space H, we denote by || · ||H the norm associated with its
inner product O · , ·PH . For a closed subspace E of H, we denote by PE the
orthogonal projector onto E.
Let H1 and H2 be two closed subspaces of a separable real Hilbert space
H. The canonical analysis of H1 and H2 is the search of two unit vectors
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f1 ¥H1 and g1 ¥H2 that maximize Of, gPH under the constraints ||f||H=
||g||H=1; with iterations under orthonormality constraints. This means
that, for i \ 2, one searches for two vectors fi ¥H1 and gi ¥H2 such that
the pair (fi , gi) is a solution for the above maximization problem with the
additional constraints Of, fkPH=Og, gkPH=0, for all k ¥ 1, ..., i−1.
It is known (see [7]) that solutions for the above problem are obtained
from the spectral analysis of several operators. One of them is the self-
adjoint operator T1=PH1PH2 |H1 , that is the restriction of PH1PH2 at H1 .
One can also equivalently use one of the following operators:
PH1PH2 , PH1PH2PH1 , PH2PH1 |H2 , PH2PH1 , PH2PH1PH2 .
If T1 (or, equivalently, one of the previous operators) is a compact operator,
the above problem admits solutions and we say that H1 and H2 possess a
compact canonical analysis. It is given by a triple,
((ri)i=1, ..., N , (fi)i=1, ..., N1 , (gi)i=1, ..., N2 ),
where N, N1 , and N2 are elements of Ng 2 {+.} such that N [
min(N1 , N2). In this triple r=(r
2
i )i=1, ..., N is the sequence of eigenvalues of
T1 arranged in nonincreasing order and repeated according to multiplicity;
the system (fi)i=1, ..., N1 (resp. (gi)i=1, ..., N2 ) is a complete orthonormal
system in H1 (resp. H2) such that, for i=1, ..., N, fi (resp. gi) is an eigen-
vector of T1 (resp. T2=PH2PH1 |H2 ) associated with r
2
i . For this triple, the
following properties hold:
- i, 0 [ ri [ 1 and ri \ ri+1 , (2.1)
Ofi , gjPH=dijri , (2.2)
when N=+., lim
iQ+.
ri=0 (2.3)
{- i, ri=0}ZH1 +H2 . (2.4)
From (2.3), if N=+. then r=(r2i )i is an element of the Banach space c0
of numerical sequences x=(xn)n such that limnQ. xn=0. Recall that c0 is
usually equipped with the norm ||x||.=supn |xn |. IfN<+., it is convenient
to put r=(r2i )i ¥Ng , with ri=0 for i > N. So, in any case r is an element
of c0 .
The real ri’s are called the canonical coefficients of the CA of H1 and
H2 . The sequence r=(r
2
i )i=1, ..., N is unique, but uniqueness does not hold
for the sequences (fi)i=1, ..., N1 and (gi)i=1, ..., N2 .
Note that, when H1 and H2 are infinite-dimensional with H1 …H2 or
H2 …H1, then there does not exist a compact canonical analysis. Indeed, if
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H1 …H2 then T1 is the identity operator onto H1, hence 1 is the unique
eigenvalue of T1 and has infinite multiplicity. Nevertheless, it is possible to
find a triple having the properties (2.1) and (2.2). Such a triple is again
termed a canonical analysis of H1 and H2, and can be denoted by
(1, (fi)i ¥Ng , (gi)i ¥Ng),
where 1 is the sequence (r2i )i ¥Ng with ri=1 for each i ¥Ng, (fi)i ¥Ng is a
orthonormal basis of H1 and (gi)i ¥Ng is the previous system possibly
completed with an orthonormal basis of ker T2=H2 5H +1 so as to obtain
an orthonormal basis of H2 .
3. MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION FOR HILBERTIAN SUBSPACES
In this section, our purpose is to introduce a notion of measure of asso-
ciation between two closed Hilbertian subspaces which can permit to gauge
the relative position of one of the two subspaces with respect to the other.
This notion of measure of association is a generalization to Hilbertian
subspaces of the squared cosine of the angle between two vectors. We will
define these measures by a few axioms corresponding to this idea.
Let C be the set of pairs (H1 , H2) such that: (i) H1 and H2 are closed
subspaces of any separable Hilbertian space H, (ii) T1=PH1PH2 |H1 is a
compact operator, or H1 and H2 are infinite-dimensional with H1 …H2 or
H2 …H1 .
We consider an equivalence relation 4 defined on C, such that
(H1 , H2) 4 (E1 , E2) if there exists a pair (I1 , I2) of isometries satisfying:
(i) I1(H1)=E1 , I2(H2)=E2 , (3.1)
(ii) -(x, y) ¥H1×H2 , OI1(x), I2(y)PE=Ox, yPH , (3.2)
where H (resp. E) denotes the separable real Hilbert space which contains
H1 and H2 (resp. E1 and E2).
We also consider a pre-ordering relation Q on C, such that (H1 , H2)Q
(E1 , E2) if there exists a pair (E
−
1 , E
−
2) of subspaces satisfying
E −1 … E1 , E −2 … E2 and (H1 , H2) 4 (E −1 , E −2).
Definition 3.1. A measure of association r between Hilbertian sub-
spaces is any map from a subset Cr of C into [0, 1] such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
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r(H1 , H2)=r(H2 , H1) (3.3)
H1 +H2 Z r(H1 , H2)=0 (3.4)
H1 …H2 or H1 …H2 S r(H1 , H2)=1 (3.5)
(H1 , H2) 4 (E1 , E2)S r(H1 , H2)=r(E1 , E2) (3.6)
(H1 , H2)Q (E1 , E2)S r(H1 , H2) [ r(E1 , E2) (3.7)
Remark 3.1. The axioms (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5) are very close to the
usual properties of a squared cosine. Axiom (3.6) may be illustrated in a
intuitive way: if two vector lines are transformed by isometries conserving
the angle between these lines, then the squared cosine is unchanged by this
transformation. This axiom is a generalization for Hilbertian subspaces of
this property.
Example 3.1. The operator T ¥L(H) is said to be a p-type operator
(p ¥Ng) if it is compact and if ;i |li(T)|p <+., where (li(T))i denotes
the complete nonincreasing sequence of eigenvalues of T. We may intro-
duce (see, for instance, [13 or 19]) for such an operator its characteristic
determinant D1(T)=det (I−T) if p=1 and, when p > 1, the regularized
Fredholm determinant
Dp(T)=D
i
1 (1−li(T)) exp 1 Cp−1
k=1
lki (T)
k
22 ,
where I denotes the identity operator onto H (of course, Dp(T)=0 when 1
is an eigenvalue of T).
Consider the subset Cp of pairs (H1 , H2) ¥ C such that PH1PH2PH1 is a
p-type operator. Then, for (H1 , H2) ¥ Cp, one can define
Ip(H1 , H2)=−
1
2 ln Dp(PH1PH2PH1 ),
which is a generalization for Hilbertian subspaces of the mutual informa-
tion introduced in [12] for finite-dimensional Gaussian spaces. Using the
canonical coefficients of H1 and H2, we obtain
Ip(H1 , H2)=−
1
2
C
i
ln(1−r2i )−
1
2
C
p−1
k=1
1
k
1C
i
r2ki 2 .
Clearly, properties (3.3) and (3.4) hold for Ip(H1 , H2). Moreover, when
H1 …H2 or H2 …H1, taking ln(0)=−., one has Ip(H1 , H2)=+..
It is shown below (see Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.3) that if (H1 , H2) 4
(E1 , E2) (resp. (H1 , H2)Q (E1 , E2)) then for all i, one has ri=r −i (resp.
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ri [ r −i), where the r −i’s are the canonical coefficients of E1 and E2 . Thus,
the properties (3.6) and (3.7) are also satisfied for Ip(H1 , H2) and a
measure of association may be obtained by choosing
rp(H1 , H2)=
Ip(H1 , H2)
1+Ip(H1 , H2)
.
Note that when 1 is not a canonical coefficient rp(H1 , H2) < 1. In this case,
when p=1, we have
-q \ 1, rq(H1 , H2) [ r1(H1 , H2) < 1,
and so r1(H1 , H2) gives themaximummutual information betweenH1 andH2 .
Example 3.2. Another possible measure is
r˜p(H1 , H2)=1−Dp(PH1PH2PH1 );
it satisfies (3.3), (3.4), and (3.5). By similar arguments than in Example 3.1,
one can see that the properties (3.6) and (3.7) are also satisfied. Thus, r˜p is
a measure of association on (H1 , H2) ¥ Cp and we have clearly
r˜p(H1 , H2)=1−D
i
1 (1−r2i ) exp 1 Cp−1
k=1
r2ki
k
22 .
The measures of association of the above examples are symmetric func-
tions of the canonical coefficients.
In what follows, P(Ng) denotes the set of permutations of Ng. For
s ¥P(Ng) and x=(xn)n ¥ c0, we put xs=(xs(n))n and |x|=(|xn |)n .
Definition 3.2. A symmetric nondecreasing function (sndf) is a map F
from a subset cF of c0 to R+ verifying:
(i) for all x ¥ cF and s ¥P(Ng), one has xs ¥ cF and F(|xs |)=F(x);
(ii) for all (x, y) ¥ (cF)2, if -n, |xn | [ |yn |, then F(x) [ F(y);
(iii) there exists a nondecreasing function fF from R to R such that:
fF(0)=0; -u ¥ R, (u, 0, ...) ¥ cF and F(u, 0, ...)=fF(|u|).
Remark 3.2. (1) Examples of such functions are given by the symme-
tric functions Fp(x)=(;n |xn |p)1/p (p ¥Ng). The definition domain of Fp is
the set lp of numerical sequences (un)n such that ;n |un |p <+.. Of course,
Fq(x) is defined as soon as x ¥ lp, p [ q.
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(2) Note that in Example 3.1, we have fF(x)=gF(x)/(1+gF(x))
with gF(x)=−
1
2 ln(1−x)−
1
2;p−1k=1 (xk/k) , and in Example 3.2 fF(x)=
1−(1−x) exp(;p−1k=1 (xk/k)).
(3) Although the sequence 1 does not belong to c0, we can extend the
definition domain of some sndf to it. Indeed, consider the sequence
1n=(1, · · · 1z
n times
, 0, ...) ¥ c0 ,
if F is a sndf such that each 1n belongs to cF , then from the property (ii) of
Definition 3.2 it is seen that the sequence (F(1n))n is nondecreasing. Thus,
if supn F(1n) <+., one can put
F(1)= lim
nQ+.
F(1n).
It will now be shown that, by using the symmetric nondecreasing
functions, a wide class of measures of association can be built. This result
is stated in Proposition 3.1. First, we will prove two useful lemmas
which specify the links between the relations 4 and Q and the canonical
coefficients.
Denote by c˜0 the subset (of c0) of the nonincreasing sequences of non-
negative real numbers. Consider the map Y from C into c˜0 5 {1} which
associates to each (H1 , H2) ¥ C the complete nonincreasing sequence of its
canonical coefficients. This map induces on C an equivalence relation,
denoted by ’Y and termed Y-equivalence, defined by
(H1 , H2) ’Y (E1 , E2)ZY(H1 , H2)=Y(E1 , E2).
Lemma 3.1. If (H1 , H2) 4 (E1 , E2), then (H1 , H2) ’Y (E1 , E2).
Proof. If (H1 , H2) 4 (E1 , E2), for any x ¥H1 there exists y ¥ E2 such
that PH2 (x)=I
g
2 (y), where, for an operator T, we denote by T
g its adjoint.
For each u ¥ E2 (so Ig2 (u) ¥H2), we have
Oy−I1(x), uPE=OI
g
2 (y), I
g
2 (u)PH−OI
g
1 (I1(x)), I
g
2 (u)PH
=OIg2 (y)−x, I
g
2 (u)PH
=−Ox−PH2 (x), I
g
2 (u)PH=0
and we deduce that
y=PE2 (I1(x))=((PE2 | E1 ) I1)(x).
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Consequently, for all x ¥H1
PH2 |H1 (x)=I
g
2 (y)=(I
g
2PE2 | E1I1)(x),
from which follows
T1=(PH2 |H1 )
g (PH2 |H1 )=I
g
1S1I1 ,
with S1=PE1PE2 | E1 . Thus, T1 and S1 have the same eigenvalues, that is
equivalent to (H1 , H2) ’Y (E1 , E2). L
Let [Y be the partial ordering relation on C such that
(H1 , H2) [Y (E1 , E2)ZY(H1 , H2) [Y(E1 , E2),
where, for two sequence x=(xn)n and y=(yn)n, the inequality x [ y
means that for all n, one has xn [ yn . We now seek a connection between
Q and [Y . As usual, we denote by L(H) the space of the operators from
H into itself. When T ¥L(H) is a compact operator, the sequence
(li(T))i ¥Ng stands for the complete nonincreasing sequence of eigenvalues
of T, possibly completed with zeros so a to obtain an infinite sequence in
c0 . The following result (see [9, p. 327]) will be used.
Lemma 3.2. Let T be a compact self-adjoint operator of L(H), acting in
Hilbert space H. Then, for all closed subspace H − of H, the operator
T −=PH −T|H − is a compact and self-adjoint operator ofL(H −), and for all i
li(T −) [ li(T).
Then
Lemma 3.3. If (H1 , H2) and (H
−
1 , H
−
2) are elements of C such that H
−
k
is a closed subspace of Hk (k=1, 2), then (H
−
1 , H
−
2) [Y (H1 , H2) .
Proof. As we have
R1 :=PH −1PH2 |H −1=PH −1T1 | H −1
we deduce from Lemma 3.2 that
- i, li(R1) [ li(T1)=r2i .
Moreover, putting T −1=PH −1PH −2 | H −1 , we have for all u in H
−
1 ,
O(R1−T
−
1) u, uPH=OPH −1 (PH2 −PH −2 ) u, uPH
=OPH2 5H − +2 u, uPH \ 0.
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So, denoting by the r −i’s the canonical coefficient of H
−
1 and H
−
2, one
obtains (see, e.g., [13])
- i, li(T −1)=r −2i [ li(R1) [ r2i ,
and the lemma is proved. L
Now, we are enabled to introduce a class of measures of association by
using the symmetric nondecreasing functions. For two given maps f and g,
we denote by f p g the map defined by (f p g)(x)=f(g(x)).
Proposition 3.1. Let F be a sndf with definition domain cF , and such
that F(1)=1. Then, the map rF=F pY is a measure of association defined
on the subset CF={(H1 , H2) ¥ C; Y(H1 , H2) ¥ cF 2 {1}} .
Proof. We have rF(H1 , H2)=F(Y(H1 , H2)). The properties (3.3) and
(3.5) are obvious. Clearly, for any sndf, one has
F(x)=0 Z x=0,
thus the property (3.4) is deduced from (2.4). Using Lemma 3.1 and
Lemma 3.3, we deduce (3.6) and (3.7). L
Example 3.3. With the notation of Remark 3.2.1,
rp(H1 , H2)=
Fp(r)
1+Fp(r)
is a measure of association defined on the subset of Cp consisting of pairs
of infinite-dimensional closed subspaces. When we work on C1, the
measure r1 gives, among the rp’s (p \ 1), the best amount of association
between closed subspaces.
Example 3.4. The function
F(x)=1− exp 1 − C
n \ 1
|xn |p2 ,
defined on lp, is clearly a sndf. Further, since F(1n)=1− exp(−n), one has
F(1)=1. An associated measure of association, defined on the subset of
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Cp consisting of pairs of infinite-dimensional closed subspaces, is then
obtained by
r(H1 , H2)=1− exp 1 −C
i
r2pi 2 .
Example 3.5. The symmetric function
F.(x)=`max
n
|xn | ,
also is a sndf such that F(1)=1. The corresponding measure of association
is
r(H1 , H2)=`max
i
|r2i |=r1 ,
that is related to the Rényi maximal coefficient (see [26]).
Remark 3.3. From the properties of a sndf and Lemma 3.3, it is easy to
verify that, when (H1 , H2) and (H
−
1 , H
−
2) are elements of C such that H
−
k is
a closed subspace of Hk (k=1, 2), we have rF(H
−
1 , H
−
2) [ rF(H1 , H2).
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION
In the previous section, a class of measures of association have been
introduced. Now, we will show that any measure of association belongs to
that class. Then, these measures are characterized as symmetric non-
decreasing functions of the canonical coefficients. Before stating this result
in Proposition 4.1, we will prove some useful lemmas.
Let ° be the binary relation on C, such that we have (E1 , E2)°
(H1 , H2) if
E1 …H1 , E2 …H2 , H1 5 E +1 …H +2 , H2 5 E +2 …H +1 ,
Lemma 4.1. The relation ° is a partial ordering on C.
Proof. Reflexivity and antisymmetry of ° are obvious. It remains to
prove that° is transitive.
Given (E1 , E2), (F1 , F2), and (H1 , H2) in C such as (E1 , E2)° (F1 , F2)
and (F1 , F2)° (H1 , H2), it is clear that Ek … Fk …Hk (k=1, 2). Denoting
by À the orthogonal sum in H, for k=1, 2, we have
Hk=Ek À (Fk 5 E +k ) À (Hk 5 F +k ).
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As when E and F are orthogonal we have (E À F) 5 E +=F, it follows
that
Hk 5 E +k =(Fk 5 E +k ) À (Hk 5 F +k ). (4.1)
Since (F1 , F2)° (H1 , H2), we have
H1 … [H2 5 F +2 ] + , H2 … [H1 5 F +1 ] + ,
and we obtain
F1 5 E +1 … F1 …H1 … [H2 5 F +2 ] + , F2 5 E +2 … F2 …H2 … [H1 5 F +1 ] + .
It follows from these latter relations and from (E1 , E2)° (F1 , F2) that we
have
F1 5 E +1 … F +2 5 [H2 5 F +2 ] +=H +2 , (4.2)
F2 5 E +2 … F +1 5 [H1 5 F +1 ] +=H +1 . (4.3)
Furthermore, (F1 , F2)° (H1 , H2) implies
H1 5 F +1 …H +2 , H2 5 F +2 …H +1 . (4.4)
Combining (4.1), (4.2), (4.3), and (4.4) we conclude that
H1 5 E +1 …H +2 , H2 5 E +2 …H +1 . L
From this lemma, it is easily seen that for anyH ¥ C, putting
G−(H)={E ¥ C; E°H}, G+(H)={E ¥ C;H° E},
and
G(H)=G−(H) 2 G+(H),
the set G(H) is totally ordered by °. Then, denoting by Fı E the
orthogonal difference between two subspaces E and F such that E … F, we
have
Lemma 4.2. For any H=(H1 , H2) ¥ C, there exists for ° a smallest
element in G(H). It is the pair E=(E1 , E2) with
E1=H1 ı [H1 5H +2 ], E2=H2 ı [H2 5H +1 ].
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Proof. Obviously, E belongs to G−(H). Let F=(F1 , F2) ¥ G(H) be
such thatF° E. From
E1 5 F +1 … E1 …H1 … [H2 5 E +2 ] + ,
E2 5 F +2 … E2 …H2 … [H1 5 E +1 ] + ,
we deduce
E1 5 F +1 … E +2 5 [H2 5 E +2 ] +=H +2 ,
and analogously, we have E2 5 F +2 …H +1 . Consequently,
E1 5 F +1 …H1 5H +2 , E2 5 F +2 …H2 5H +1 ,
and therefore, we have
E1=H1 5 [H1 5H +2 ] + …H1 5 [E1 5 F +1 ] + ,
and, similarly E2 …H2 5 [E2 5 F +2 ] + . From these results we obtain, for
k=1, 2,
Ek=Ek 5 [Hk 5 (Ek 5 F +k ) +]=Ek 5 (Ek 5 F +k ) +=Fk
and so E is a minimal element. L
The next lemma gives connections between ’Y and°.
Lemma 4.3. When two elements (H1 , H2) and (E1 , E2) of C satisfy the
relation (E1 , E2)° (H1 , H2), they are Y-equivalent.
Proof. In accordance to the hypotheses, we have
E1 …H1 … [H2 5 E +2 ] + , E2 …H2 … [H1 5 E +1 ] + ,
and, for k=1, 2
Hk=Ek À [Hk 5 E +k ].
Therefore
PH1PH2 5 E +2 =0,PH2PH1 5 E +1 =0
and PHk=PEk+PHk 5 E +k (k=1, 2).
From H1 5 E +1 …H +2 it results that PH1 5 E +1 PH2 5 E +2 =0 and consequently
PH1PH2=PE1PE2 . Thus, the CA of E1 and E2 is obtained through the
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spectral analysis of S1=T1 | E1 . It is clear that all the nonzero eigenvalues of
S1 are also eigenvalues of T1 . Conversely, Let v be an eigenvector of T1
associated with a nonzero eigenvalue m. Setting v=v1+v2 (v1 ¥ E1,
v2 ¥H1 5 E +1 ), v2 belongs to H1 5H +2 =ker T1 and we have S1(v1)=
T1(v)=m v which proves that v is in E1 and so, as T1 and S1 have the same
nonzero eigenvalues, E ’Y H holds. L
We deduce from this lemma that G(H1 , H2) is a set of pairs (E1 , E2)
such that, for k=1, 2, Ek …Hk or Hk … Ek and having the same canonical
coefficients than (H1 , H2). Thus, the smallest element of G(H1 , H2) defined
in Lemma 4.2 is a pair of closed subspaces, with minimal dimensions,
being Y-equivalent to (H1 , H2). It will be termed the Y-minimal invariant
associated with (H1 , H2) and will be denoted by minY (H1 , H2).
When a CA of H1 and H2 is known, minY (H1 , H2) has the particular
form which is precised below. Denoting by E¯ the closure of the subspace E,
we obviously have
Corollary 4.1. Let ((ri)i=1, ..., N , (fi)i=1, ..., N1 , (gi)i=1, ..., N2 ) be a canon-
ical analysis of H1 and H2 . Then, minY (H1 , H2)=(E1 , E2) with
E1=span{fi; i=1, ..., N0} and E2=span{gi; i=1, ..., N0},
where N0 ¥Ng 2 {+.} is such that r0=(r2i )i=1, ..., N0 is the sequence of the
nonzero squared canonical coefficients of H1 and H2 (thus, N0 [N).
Now, we can characterize pairs of C that are Y-equivalent by means of
their Y-minimal invariants.
Lemma 4.4. Consider (H1 , H2) ¥ C and (E1 , E2) ¥ C. Then we have the
relation (H1 , H2) ’Y (E1 , E2) if, and only if,minY (H1 , H2) 4minY (E1 , E2).
Proof. Suppose that (H1 , H2) ’Y (E1 , E2). The CA of H1 and H2, and
that of E1 and E2 can be, respectively, expressed as
((ri)i=1, ..., N , (fi)i=1, ..., N1 , (gi)i=1, ..., N2 )
and ((ri)i=1, ..., N , (hi)i=1, ..., N −1 (ki)i=1, ..., N −2 ).
From Corollary 4.1, the Y-minimal invariants (H −1 , H
−
2)=minY (H1 , H2)
and (E −1 , E
−
2)=minY (E1 , E2) are respectively given by
H −1=span{fi; i=1, ..., N0}, H
−
2=span{gi; i=1, ..., N0}
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and
E −1=span{hi; i=1, ..., N0}, E
−
2=span{ki; i=1, ..., N0},
where N0 is as defined in Corollary 4.1.
For k=1, 2, let Ik be the map from E
−
k to H
−
k defined by
- i=1, ..., N0 , I1(hi)=fi , I2(ki)=gi .
Denoting by dij the usual Kronecker symbol, for each (i, j) ¥ {1, ..., n0}2,
we have the following equalities
OI1(hi), I1(hj)PH=Ofi , fjPH=dij=Ohi , hjPE
OI2(ki), I2(kj)PH=Ogi , gjPH=dij=Oki , kjPE
OI1(hi), I2(kj)PH=Ofi , gjPH=ridij=Ohi , kjPE
which prove that (I1 , I2) is a pair of isometries satisfying (3.1) and (3.2),
and therefore that (H −1 , H
−
2) 4 (E −1 , E −2).
Conversely, Lemma 3.1 implies that minY (H1 , H2) and minY (E1 , E2)
are Y-equivalent. As (H −1 , H
−
2)° (H1 , H2) and (E −1 , E −2)° (E1 , E2), we
deduce from Lemma 4.3 that (H −1 , H
−
2) ’Y (H1 , H2) and (E −1 , E −2) ’Y
(E1 , E2) and, using transitivity, we deduce the required result. L
It is easy to verify that, with the operation
(I1 , I1) (J1 , J2)=(I1 J1 , I2 J2),
the set G of pairs of isometries satisfying (3.2) is a group. Denote by C0 the
subset {(H1 , H2) ¥ C; minY (H1 , H2)=(H1 , H2)}. Let G0 be the subgroup
of G of elements (I1 , I2) ¥ G acting on elements of C0 and let 4G0 be the
restriction to C0 of equivalence relation 4.
Corollary 4.2. The map Y is a maximal invariant for the group G0 of
linear transformations defined on C0 .
Proof. Indeed, when (H1 , H2)=minY (H1 , H2) and (E1 , E2)=minY
(E1 , E2), Lemma 4.4 proves that Y(H1 , H2)=Y(E1 , E2) is equivalent to
(H1 , H2) 4G0 (E1 , E2). L
Now, we are enabled to prove the main result of this section, that is a
characterization of the measures of association as symmetric nondecreasing
functions of the canonical coefficients.
Proposition 4.1. The map r is a measure of association if and only if
there exists a sndf Fr such that: Fr(1)=1 and r=Fr pY .
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Proof. From Proposition 3.1, we already know that if there exists a
sndf F having the above properties, then r=F pY is a measure of
association. Conversely, let r be a measure of association with domain Cr
and put r0=r |Cr 5 C0 . By Lemma 3.1, each (H1 , H2) and (E1 , E2) that are
G0-equivalent are also Y-equivalent and so r0(E1 , E2)=r0(H1 , H2).
Consequently, r0 is invariant under G0 . Since Y is a maximal invariant on
G0 , there exists a map F0 defined on Y(Cr 5 C0) and with values in [0, 1]
such that r0=F0 pY. But, for every (H1 , H2) ¥ Cr , we have
r(H1 , H2)=r(minY (H1 , H2))=r0(minY (H1 , H2))
=(F0 pY)(minY (H1 , H2))=(F0 pY)(H1 , H2).
Let j be the map defined on c0 2 {1} and such that, for x=
(xn)n ¥ c0 2 {1}, j(x) is the sequence with the terms |xn | in nonincreasing
order. A more precise definition of j is given in the Appendix. Clearly
Y=j pY, thus we can write r=Fr pY with Fr=F0 p j.
It remains to prove that Fr is a sndf. For each permutation s on Ng, we
have j(x)=j(|xs |), and thus |xs | belongs to cFr . Therefore, for any
(H1 , H2) ¥Y−1({j(x)}), it follows that
r(H1 , H2)=(Fr pY)(H1 , H2)=Fr(j(x))
and
Fr(x)=Fr(j(x))=Fr(j(|xs |))=Fr(|xs |).
Given (x, y) ¥ (CFr )
2 such that |x| [ |y|, it follows (see Lemma 8.3)
that j(x) [ j(y) and thus, for any (H1 , H2) ¥Y−1({j(x)}) and any
(E1 , E2) Y−1({j(y)}), we have
(H1 , H2) [Y (E1 , E2)
and consequently
Fr(x)=r(H1 , H2) [ r(E1 , E2)=Fr(y).
Setting for each x ¥ [−1, 1], f(x)=Fr(x, 0, ...), it is clear from the two
previous results that f is non decreasing on [0, 1], and that Fr(x 0, ...)=
Fr(|x|, 0, ...)=f(|x|). On the other hand, when (H1 , H2) ¥Y−1({0}), H1
and H2 are orthogonal subspaces and
f(0)=Fr(0)=r(H1 , H2)=0. L
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5. MEASURES OF PARTIAL ASSOCIATION
The results of the preceding sections lead us to define measures of partial
association for Hilbertian subspaces.
When H1, H2 and H3 are closed subspaces of a Hilbert space H, we put,
for k=1, 2
Hk, 3=Hk+H3 and H2k=Hk, 3 ıH3 .
Then, we have
Definition 5.1. The closed subspaces H1 and H2 are said to be
independent relative to H3, or H3-independent, if H2 1 and H2 2 are ortho-
gonal.
Remark 5.1. From the results of the previous sections, it is seen that
one can measure the H3-independence by using a measure of association.
For doing that, it is necessary to restrict oneself to closed subspaces H1 and
H2 such that the pair (H2 1 , H2 2) belongs to C.
For any fixed H3, let us consider the set CH3 of pairs (H1 , H2) of closed
subspaces of H, such that (H2 1 , H2 2) belongs to C. Introducing the map
DH3 : (H1 , H2) ¥ CH3 W (H2 1 , H2 2) ¥ C,
we now define
Definition 5.2. A measure of partial association relative to H3 , or
H3-association, is any map having the form r/H3=r p DH3 , where r is a
measure of association.
Remark 5.2. (1) It is easy to verify that, for a measure of H3-asso-
ciation, one has
r/H3 (H1 , H2)=r/H3 (H2 , H1),
H2 1 +H2 2 Z r/H3 (H1 , H2)=0,
H1 …H2 or H1 …H2 S r/H3 (H1 , H2)=1.
Moreover, for k=1, 2, when H −k is a closed subspace of Hk, one has
0 [ r/H3 (H
−
1 , H
−
2) [ r/H3 (H1 , H2).
Then, when H1 and H2 are H3-independent, so are any closed subspaces
H −1 and H
−
2 such that H
−
1 …H1 and H −2 …H2 .
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(2) For example, when Hk (k=1, 2, 3) is a closed subspace of a
centered Gaussian space H, then (see [23]) H1 and H2 are H3-independent
if, and only if, B(H1) and B(H2) are independent conditionally to B(H3),
where B(Hk) denotes the s-algebra generated by Hk .
Now, we will consider the important particular case where Hk+H3 is a
closed subspace of H.
Let C1H3 be the subset of pairs (H1 , H2) ¥ CH3 such that Hk+H3 is closed
(k=1, 2).
Lemma 5.1. For any (H1 , H2) ¥ C1H3 , one has H2k=PH +3 (Hk) (k=1, 2).
Proof. For k=1, 2, the vector x=u+v (u ¥Hk , v ¥H3) belongs to H2k
if, and only if
-w ¥H3 , Ou+v, wPH=0,
that is, v=−PH3u. Thus, any vector of H2k has the form u−PH3u=PH +3 u
with u ¥Hk . Since the converse is obvious, we deduce H2k=PH +3 (Hk). L
Remark 5.3. (1) This lemma shows that, when H1+H3 and H2+H3
are closed, measuring the H3-association of H1 and H2 means measuring
the association of the subspaces PH +3 (H1) and PH +3 (H2).
(2) Note that, in general, the subspace Hk+H3 (k=1, 2) is not
closed. Nevertheless, a sufficient condition for having the closeness of these
subspaces is that Hk and H3 have a compact CA (see [7]).
Measuring the association of H2 1 and H2 2 is done by using symmetric
nondecreasing functions of the canonical coefficients. It is then important
to give more specific expressions of PH2k (k=1, 2). This is done below when
the equality Hk 5H3={0} holds.
Lemma 5.2. Consider (H1 , H2) ¥ C1H3 . If, for k=1, 2, one hasHk 5H3=
{0} then, the orthogonal projector PH2k onto H2k is equal to
[(I−PHkPH3 )|Hk]
−1PHk (I−PH3 )
+[(I−PH3PHk )|H3]
−1PH3 (I−PHk )−PH3 .
Proof. Since H2k=Hk, 3 ıH3, we have
PH2k=PHk, 3 −PH3 . (5.1)
Then it remains to determine PHk, 3 . For all w ¥H, the vector PHk, 3w can
be written as PHk, 3w=u+v, with u ¥Hk, v ¥H3 . Thus
-x ¥Hk , -y ¥H3 , Ow−u−v, x+yPH=0
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that is equivalent to
-x ¥Hk , Ow−u−v, xPH=0; -y ¥H3 , Ow−u−v, yPH=0
and to
-x ¥Hk , OPHkw−u−PHkv, xPH=0;
-y ¥H3 , OPH3w−PH3u−v, yPH=0.
This last equalities imply
˛u+PHkv=PHkw
PH3u+v=PH3w,
(5.2)
thus
˛ (I−PHkPH3 )|Hk u=(I−PHkPH3 ) u=PHk (I−PH3 ) w
(I−PH3PHk )|H3 v=(I−PH3PHk ) v=PH3 (I−PHk ) w.
The operators (I−PHkPH3 )|Hk and (I−PH3PHk )|H3 are invertible
because ||PHkPH3 || < 1 and ||PH3PHk || < 1, where || · || denotes the usual
operators norm; thus
u=[(I−PHkPH3 )|Hk]
−1PHk (I−PH3 ) w,
v=[(I−PH3PHk )|H3]
−1PH3 (I−PHk ) w
and PHk, 3 is equal to
[(I−PHkPH3 )|Hk]
−1PHk (I−PH3 )
+[(I−PH3PHk )|H3]
−1PH3 (I−PHk ).
From (5.1) the result follows. L
6. APPROXIMATION OF MEASURES OF ASSOCIATION
When H1 and H2 are infinite-dimensional, there can be an infinite
number of nonzero canonical coefficients. Thus, a direct computation of a
measure of association is not possible. It is then important to get approxi-
mations for measures of association by using results about approximations
of the CA of two Hilbertian subspaces [8, 20].
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As usual, a sequence (En)n ¥N of Hilbertian subspaces is said to be
strongly convergent, as nQ+., to the Hilbertian subspace E if the
sequence (PEn )n ¥N converges strongly, as nQ+., to PE .
Proposition 6.1. For k=1, 2, consider a sequence (Hnk)n ¥N of closed
subspaces of Hk which converges strongly, as nQ+., to Hk . Then, for any
measure of association r associated with a continuous sndf, one has
lim
nQ+.
r(Hn1 , H
n
2)=r(H1 , H2).
Proof. When the above hypotheses hold, the sequence Sn=PHn1PHn2
converges uniformly, as nQ+., to S=PH1PH2 (see [8, 20]).
Let r (n)=((rni )
2)i be the complete nonincreasing sequence of eigenvalues
of Sn, from lemma XI.9.4 in [10], it follows that
- i=0, ..., N, |(rni )2−r2i | [ ||SnSgn −SSg||,
where || · || denotes the usual operators norm. Thus
||r (n)−r||. [ ||SnSgn −SSg||.
The latter inequality shows that (r (n))n ¥Ng converges in c0 to r . We deduce
that if r is associated with a continuous sndf Fr then
lim
nQ+.
r(Hn1 , H
n
2)= lim
nQ+.
Fr(r (n))=Fr(r)=r(H1 , H2). L
Remark 6.1. Particularly, when (Hnk)n ¥N is a nonincreasing sequence
(that is Hnk …Hn+1k ) of subspaces of Hk such that 1n Hnk is dense in Hk, the
hypotheses of the previous proposition hold (see [8]).
In some applications, it is possible to build sequences of finite-dimen-
sional subspaces having the previous property (see [6, 8]). Then, a
regularised approximation is feasible because of the finite dimension.
7. SOME APPLICATIONS
This section is devoted to some applications of the previous concepts to
the case of random variables. It is seen that, when some specific Hilbertian
subspaces are considered, classical measures of association are obtained as
particular cases of the actual notion of measure of association. Further, the
general framework used permits to introduce new approaches for some
problems such as predictability of a stochastic process or partial association.
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In all what follows, we consider a probability space (W,A, P) such that
the usual real Hilbert space L2(W,A, P) of squared P-integrable functions
is separable. We denote by E the mathematical expectation. For vectors u
and v belonging to Hilbert spaces H and E respectively, the tensor product
u é v stands for the linear map
u é v: h ¥HW Ou, hPH v ¥ E.
7.1. Linear Association between Random Vectors
Let X be a centered random vector in a finite-dimensional Euclidean
space X. Suppose that E(||X||2X) <+., and then consider the covariance
operator VX of X given by
VX=E(X éX).
Consider the linear map LX defined by
LX: a ¥XW Oa, XPX ¥ L2(W,A, P).
Clearly, the range HX=R(LX) of LX is an element of the set S1 of the
finite-dimensional subspaces of L2(W,A, P). Without loss of generality, we
suppose that we have ker LX={0}. Since VX=L
g
XLX, this latter property
is equivalent to the fact that VX is invertible.
Denoting by V1 the set of all random vectors having the previous
properties, we introduce the map
L1: (X1 , X2) ¥V1×V1 W (HX1 , HX2 ) ¥ S1×S1 ,
and since S1×S1 … C, we can state
Definition 7.1. A measure of linear association is any map m having
the form m=r p L1, where r is a measure of association between closed
subspaces of L2(W,A, P).
From Proposition 4.1 it is seen that, when X1 and X2 are random vectors
belonging toV1, one has
m(X1 , X2)=Fm(r), (7.1)
where Fm is a sndf on Rp (p=min(dim(HX1 ), dim(HX2 ))) and r=
(r2i )i=1, ..., p is the nonincreasing (finite) sequence of squared canonical
coefficients of HX1 and HX2 . These coefficients are the usual canonical
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correlation coefficients derived from the linear canonical analysis (LCA) of
X1 and X2 . Recall that the r
2
i ’s are the eigenvalues of the operator
R=V−1/21 V12V
−1
2 V21V
−1/2
1 (or, equivalently, V
−1
1 V12V
−1
2 V21)
with
V1=E(X1 éX1), V2=E(X2 éX2), V12=E(X2 éX1)=Vg21 .
Equation (7.1) defines a wide class of measures of linear association
which verify properties which are precised below. In the following
corollary, A1 and A2 are some linear maps (Ak: Xk QYk , k=1, 2).
Corollary 7.1. Let m be a measure of linear association, then
(i) 0 [ m(X1 , X2) [ 1 (7.2)
(ii) m(X1 , X2)=m(X2 , X1) (7.3)
(iii) m(X1 , X2)=0 Z V12=0 (7.4)
(iv) X2=A1X1 S m(X1 , X2)=1 (7.5)
(v) Y1=A1X1 , Y2=A2X2 S m(Y1 , Y2) [ m(X1 , X2) (7.6)
(vi) A1 and A2 invertible S m(A1X1 , A2X2)=m(X1 , X2). (7.7)
Proof. The properties (7.2) and (7.3) are obvious. For all (u, v) ¥X1×X2 ,
one has
OV12v, uPX1=E(Ou, X1PX1Ov, X2PX2 ).
Thus, we have V12=0 if and only if HX1 and HX2 are orthogonal and,
therefore, the property (7.4) holds. Since, for k=1, 2,
Ow, AkXkPYk=OA
g
kw, XkPXk ,
it is deduced that HA1X1 …HX1 and HA2X2 …HX2 ; hence (7.5) and (7.6) are
satisfied. If Ak (k=1, 2) is invertible, one also has
Ow, XkPXk=OA
−1g
k w, AkXkPYk ,
thus HX1 …HA1X1 and HX2 …HA2X2 ; this implies (7.7) L
Remark 7.1. Considering only centered random vectors does not involve
a loss of generality. When noncentered random vectors are considered, the
previous linear transformations are to be replaced by affine ones.
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The class of measures of linear association defined by (7.1) have widely
been studied in the literature (see, e.g., [2, 5, 22]). Because of the property
(7.4), these measures are mainly used for measuring noncorrelation
between random vectors. A global study of the induced tests of non-
correlation is proposed in [5].
We now give a characterization of the above class by means of an
invariance property.
Consider a linear map T from V1×V1 into itself such that, for all
(X1 , X2) ¥V1×V1 , putting (Z1 , Z2)=T(X1 , X2), there exists a pair of
invertible linear maps (A1 , A2) which satisfies
W1=A1V1A
g
1 , W2=A2V1A
g
2 , W12=A1V12A
g
2 , (7.8)
whereW1=E(Z1 é Z1), W2=E(Z2 é Z2), W12=E(Z2 é Z1).
Denoting byT the set of all linear maps T having the previous property,
we obtain the following characterization
Proposition 7.1. Let m be a map from V1×V1 into [0, 1] verifying
properties (7.2) to (7.6). Then, m can be expressed as in (7.1) if, and only if, it
is invariant under the transformations ofT, that is,
-T ¥T, -(X1 , X2) ¥V1×V1 , m(T(X1 , X2))=m(X1 , X2).
Proof. Let m be expressed as in (7.1). For T ¥T and (X1 , X2) ¥
V1×V1, putting (Z1 , Z2)=T(X1 , X2), we have
W−11 W12W
−1
2 W21=A
g−1
1 V
−1
1 V12V
−1
2 V21A
g
1 ,
thus, (X1 , X2) and (Z1 , Z2) have the same canonical correlation coeffi-
cients and, therefore, m(X1 , X2)=m(Z1 , Z2).
Conversely, suppose that m is invariant under the transformations of T.
First, let us prove that two random vectors X and Y belonging to V1 verify
R(LX)=R(LY) if, and only if, there exists an invertible linear map A such
that Y=AX. From the proof of Corollary 7.1, it is already known that the
equality Y=AX, where A is invertible, implies R(LX)=R(LY). If
R(LX)=R(LY) then for all vector v ¥Y, there exists a vector u ¥X such
that Ov, YPY=Ou, XPX . The vector u is unique because Ou, XPX=
Ou −, XPX implies OVX(u−u −), (u−u −)PX=0, that is, equivalent to u=u −
because VX is an invertible self-adjoint operator. Then one can define a
linear map A from Y into X such that, for all v ¥Y, the vector Av is the
unique element of X which verifies Ov, YPY=OAv, XPX. When Av=0, we
have Ov, YPY=0 and from the equality
OVYv, vPY=E(Ov, YP
2
Y)=0
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it is deduced that v=0. Then A is an invertible linear map. Moreover, one
has
-v ¥Y, Ov, Y−AgXPY=0,
and thus, we conclude that Y=AgX.
Since, for all pair (A1 , A2) of invertible linear maps, the transformation
(X1 , X2) ¥V1×V1 W (A1X1 , A2X2) ¥V1×V1
belongs toT, one can consider the map
rm: (H1 , H2) ¥ S1×S1 W m(X1 , X2) ¥ [0, 1],
where (X1 , X2) is any pair ofV1×V1 verifying
R(LX1 )=H1 , R(LX2 )=H2 .
Clearly, properties (3.3) and (3.4) hold for rm. If H1 …H2 then, using
similar arguments as above, it easily seen that there exists a linear map A
satisfying X1=AX2; thus rm(H1 , H2)=1.
Consider two pairs (H1 , H2) and (E1 , E2) of S1×S1 such that
(H1 , H2) 4 (E1 , E2). Since, for all w ¥ W and k=1, 2, the linear form
U ¥Hk W Ik(U)(w) ¥ R
is bounded (because Hk is finite-dimensional), we deduce from the Riesz
theorem that there exists a unique Zk(w) ¥Xk such that, putting Vk(w)=
OZk(w), XkPXk , one has
-U ¥Hk , Ik(U)(w)=OVk(w), UPHk=OZk(w), E(UXk)PXk .
Then, for k=1, 2, we have defined a map wW Zk(w). Since L
g
Xk is surjective
(because ker LXk={0}), for all a ¥Xk, there exists U ¥Hk verifying
a=LgXkU=E(UXk),
and, therefore
-w ¥ W, Ik(U)(w)=OZk(w), aPXk .
This shows that any map wW OZk(w), aPXk with a ¥Xk is measurable. We
then deduce that Zk is a random vector valued into Xk . Furthermore, for
all a ¥Xk, one has
LZka=OZk , aPXk=OZk , E(UXk)PXk=Ik(U), (7.9)
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where U is an element of Hk such that a=L
g
XkU. It is then deduced from
Ik(Hk)=Ek and from (7.9) that
R(LZk ) … Ek .
Reciprocally, for all V ¥ Ek, considering U=Igk (V) ¥Hk, one has
V=Ik(U)=OZk , E(UXk)PXk ¥ R(LZk );
this shows that Ek … R(LZk ) and, therefore, R(LZk )=Ek .
We now seek links between the covariance operators related to Xk and
those related to Zk (k=1, 2).
First, for all (a, b) ¥ (Xk)2, putting U=Oa, XkPXk , V=Ob, XkPXk , we
have
OIk(U), Ik(V)P=E(OZk , E(UXk)PXkOZk , E(VXk)PXk )
=OWkE(UXk), E(VXk)PXk=OVkWkVka, bPXk ,
and, further
OU, VP=E(Oa, XkPXk Ob, XkPXk )=OVka, bPXk .
Since, for all (U, V) ¥ (Hk)2, one has OIk(U), Ik(V)P=OU, VP, it is
deduced from the previous equalities that, for k=1, 2, the operator Vk is
equal to VkWkVk, that is, equivalent toWk=V
−1
k .
Using a similar reasoning from the equality OI1(U), I2(V)P=OU, VP
(U ¥H1 , V ¥H2), it is easy to verify that we also have W12=V−11 V12V−12 .
Thus, the transformation (X1 , X2)W (Z1 , Z2) belongs toT and, therefore
rm(H1 , H2)=m(X1 , X2)=m(Z1 , Z2)=rm(E1 , E2).
Consider two pairs (H1 , H2) and (E1 , E2) of S1×S1 which satisfy
(H1 , H2)Q (E1 , E2). Let (E −1 , E −2) ¥ S1×S1 be such that
E −k … Ek (k=1, 2) and (E −1 , E −2) 4 (H1 , H2),
then, denoting by (Z1 , Z2) (resp. (Z
−
1 , Z
−
2)) a pair of V1×V1 verifying
R(LZk )=Ek (resp. R(LZ −k )=E
−
k), we have Z
−
k=AkZk for a given linear
map Ak (k=1, 2). This implies
rm(E
−
1 , E
−
2)=m(Z
−
1 , Z
−
2) [ m(Z1 , Z2)=rm(E1 , E2),
and, therefore
rm(H1 , H2)=rm(E
−
1 , E
−
2) [ m(Z1 , Z2)=rm(E1 , E2).
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Now, it is proved that rm is a measure of association and, therefore, it can
be expressed as in (7.1). L
Remark 7.2. (1) When noncentered random vectors are considered,
one must take T as the set consisting in all the transformations which
satisfy (7.8) and the following additional properties,
E(Z1)=A1E(X1)+b1 , E(Z2)=A2E(X2)+b2 , (7.10)
where b1 and b2 are some vectors.
(2) Proposition 7.1 is in accordance with a result in [11] which states
that the sequence of canonical correlation analysis, regarded as a function
of the means and the covariance operators, is a maximal invariant under
the transformations (7.8) and (7.10).
7.2. Nonlinear Association between Random Variables
Let X be a random variable (r.v.) valued into a measurable space
(WX ,AX) and with probability distribution denoted by PX . We denote by
L2(PX) the space of the real measurable functions f defined on WX and
such that E(f2(X)) <+., and we consider the closed subspace
HX={f(X); f ¥ L2(PX), E(f(X))=0}
of L2(W,A, P). Denoting by V2 the set of all random variables having the
previous properties, we introduce the map
L2: (X1 , X2) ¥V2×V2 W (HX1 , HX2 ) ¥ S2×S2 ,
where S2 is the set of the closed subspaces of L2(W,A, P). Then, we can
define another class of measures of association.
Definition 7.2. A measure of nonlinear association is any map m
having the form m=r p L2 |D, where r is a measure of association between
closed subspaces of L2(W,A, P) and D is the domain L2(V2×V2) 5 C.
Hence, when (X1 , X2) ¥V2×V2 is such that L2(X1 , X2) … C, one has
m(X1 , X2)=Fm(r), (7.11)
where Fm is a sndf and r=(r
2
i )i=1, ..., N (N ¥Ng 2 {+.}) is the complete
nonincreasing sequence of the squared canonical coefficients derived from
the centered nonlinear canonical analysis (NLCA) of X1 and X2 (see, e.g.,
[6, 7]). Recall that the r2i ’s are the eigenvalues of the operator E
X1EX2|HX1
,
where, for k=1, 2, EXk denotes the conditional expectation relative to Xk .
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This class of measures of association was introduced in [6] and has the
properties given below.
Corollary 7.2. Let m be a measure of nonlinear association. Then
(i) 0 [ m(X1 , X2) [ 1;
(ii) m(X1 , X2)=m(X2 , X1);
(iii) m(X1 , X2)=0 if, and only if X1 and X2 are independent random
variables;
(iv) If for all real measurable function f defined on WX1 , there exists a
real measurable function g defined on WX2 such that, almost surely: f(X1)=
g(X2), then we have m(X1 , X2)=1;
(v) If f and g are real measurable functions defined on WX1 and WX2
respectively, we have: m(f(X1), g(X2)) [ m(X1 , X2);
(vi) If f and g are bijective bimeasurable functions defined on WX1 and
WX2 respectively, we have: m(f(X1), g(X2))=m(X1 , X2);
(vii) When (X1 , X2) has the bivariate standard normal distribution
with correlation coefficient c, there exists a nondecreasing real function hm
such that rm(X1X2)=hm(c2).
Proof. The properties (i) and (ii) are obvious. The equality
m(X1 , X2)=0 is equivalent to the fact that HX1 and HX2 are orthogonal
subspaces of L2(W,A, P). Since this latter holds if, and only if, X1 and X2
are independent (see [7]), we obtain (iii).
If for all real measurable function f defined on WX1 , there exists a real
measurable function g defined on WX2 such that, almost surely: f(X1)=
g(X2), then HX1 is included in HX2 and, therefore, we have m(X1 , X2)=1.
If the hypotheses of the property (v) (resp. (vi)) are satisfied, then putting
U1=f(X1) and U2=g(X2), we haveHUk …HXk (resp.HUk=HXk ) (k=1, 2).
Thus m(U1 , U2) [ m(X1 , X2) (resp. m(U1 , U2)=m(X1 , X2)).
When (X1 , X2) has the bivariate standard normal distribution with
correlation coefficient c, then (see, e.g., [7]) the NLCA of X1 and X2 is the
triple
{(c i)i ¥N , (fi(X1))i ¥N , (fi(X2)) i ¥N},
where the fi’s are the Hermite polynomials. Hence
rm(X1 , X2)=Fm(c2, c4, c6, ...)=hm(c2),
where hm(x)=Fm(|x|, |x|2, |x|3, ...) define a nondecreasing function from
[0,+.[ to [0, 1]. L
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Remark 7.3. The previous properties of m are very close to the con-
ditions proposed in [25] for good measures of dependence. Particularly,
the property (iii) shows that the measures of nonlinear association are
appropriate to evaluate independence without any assumption about the
distribution of the pair (X1 , X2). Thus, the class defined by (7.11) can be
seen as a particular class of measures of dependence. Examples of measures
of this class are provided in [6].
Generally, a direct determination of m(X1 , X2) is not possible because
NLCA can be explicitly determined only for a pair (X1 , X2) having a
bivariate normal distribution or in other special cases (see, e.g., [1, 7, 21]).
Then m(X1 , X2) must be approximated. That is possible using methods for
approximating NLCA.
For all n ¥N and k=1, 2, we denote by Unk the subspace spanned by a
linearly independent finite system (jnk, i)1 [ i [ pkn in L
2(PXk ). We assume that
the sequence (Unk)n ¥N is nondecreasing, that is,
-n ¥N, Unk …Un+1k ,
and that its union 1n Unk is dense into L2(PXk ). Then (see [6, 8, 20]), the
canonical analysis of the subspaces
Wn1=span{j
n
1, 1(X1)−E(j
n
1, 1(X1)), ..., j
n
1, p1n
(X1)−E(j
n
1, p1n
(X))},
and
Wn2=span{j
n
2, 1(X2)−E(j
n
2, 1(X1)), ..., j
n
2, p2n
(X2)−E(j
n
2, P2n
(X2))}
converges, as nQ+., to the centered NLCA of X1 and X2 .
Then denoting by rm the measure of association associated with m and
Fm , and putting
m (n)(X1 , X2)=rm(W
n
1 ,W
n
2),
we deduce from Proposition 6.1 the following result
Corollary 7.3. If Fm is continuous, the numerical sequence (m(n)(X1 ,
X2))n ¥N converges, as nQ+., to m(X1 , X2).
Clearly, the canonical analysis ofWn1 andW
n
2 is the LCA of the random
vectors
fn(X1)=(j
n
1, 1(X1)−E(j
n
1, 1(X1)), ..., j
n
1, p1n
(X1)−E(j
n
1, p1n
(X1))) − (7.12)
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and
gn(X2)=(j
n
2, 1(X2)−E(j
n
2, 1(X2)), ..., j
n
2, p2n
(X2)−E(j
n
2, p2n
(X2))) −. (7.13)
Then Corollary 7.3 means that one can approximate a measure of non-
linear association by a sequence of measures of linear association.
For instance, considering the measure of nonlinear association given by
m(X1 , X2)=1− exp 1 −C
i
r2i 2 ,
examples of approximations of m(X1 , X2) are given below.
Example 7.1. Let sn1={J
n
1 , ..., J
n
pn} and s
n
2={K
n
1 , ..., K
n
qn} define
nondecreasing sequences of partitions of WX1 and WX2 respectively. Putting
pni ·=P(X1 ¥ Jni ) and pn· j=P(X2 ¥Knj ), let us consider the functions
jn1, i=(p
n
i · )
−1/2 1Jni and j
n
2, j=(p
n
· j)
−1/2 1Knj , where, for all set A, 1A stands
for its characteristic function. The sequences (Un1)n ¥N and (U
n
2)n ¥N related
to these functions are nondecreasing and their union are dense into L2(PX1 )
and L2(PX2 ) respectively. The LCA of the random vectors f
n(X1) and
gn(X2) given by (7.12) and (7.13) is obtained (see [6, 8]) from the spectral
analysis of the rank finite operator Rn having the matricial expression (r
n
ij)
with
rnij=
1
`pni · pnj ·
C
qn
k=1
(pnik−p
n
i · p
n
·k) (p
n
jk−p
n
j · p
n
·k)
pn·k
(7.14)
with pni j=P(X1 ¥ Jni ; X2 ¥Knj ). Hence, m(X1 , X2) can be approximated by
m (n)(X1 , X2)=1− exp 1 −C
i
(rni )
22 ,
where the (rni )
2 ’s are the eigenvalues of Rn . Since ;i(rni )2=tr(Rn) and
using (7.14), we obtain
m (n)(X1 , X2)=1− exp 1 − Cpn
i=1
C
pn
j=1
(pnij−p
n
i · p
n
· j)
2
pni · p
n
· j
2
that is a function of the usual chi-squared index.
Example 7.2. When X1 and X2 are two real random variables, for all
n ¥Ng, let us consider dyadic subdivision of the interval [−n , n[. We
obtain a partition sn1 (=s
n
2) of R consisting of the intervals ]−. , −n[,
[n,+.[ and all the dyadic intervals [2−n(k−1), 2−n k[ wich subdivide
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[−n , n[. For s \ 1, we consider the B-spline functions of order s computed
on the above partition of R. The subspaces Un1 (=U
n
2) spanned by these
functions satisfy the required properties (see [20]). So, they can be used for
approximating m(X1 , X2) as indicated above.
The problems of estimating m(X1 , X2) and testing for independence by
using this measure are developed in [6].
7.3. Partial Linear Association
Using again the notation of Section 7.1, we consider a random vector X3
belonging toV1 .
Definition 7.3. A measure of partial linear association relative to X3,
or X3-linear association is any map having the form m/X3=r p L1, where r
is a measure of HX3 -association.
From this definition, it is seen that measuring the X3-linear association
of a given pair (X1 , X2) ¥V1×V1 means measuring the association of the
subspaces HX1
6 and HX2
6 of L2(W,A, P) given by
HX1
6=(HX1+HX3 )ıHX3 , HX26=(HX2+HX3 )ıHX3 ,
where, for k=1, 2, 3, one has HXk=R(LXk ). Note that, since the HXk ’s are
finite-dimensional subspaces, the pair (HX1
6 , HX2
6) belongs to C. Then, from
Proposition 4.1, it is seen that m/X3 (X1 , X3)=Fm(r), where Fm is a sndf
and r is the nonincreasing sequence of squared canonical coefficients of
HX1
6 and HX2
6 . It is easy to verify that m/X3 admits the properties (7.2) to
(7.6) of measures of linear association. Moreover, putting
Vij=E(Xj éXi)(i ] j), Vi=E(Xi éXi),
we have
Proposition 7.2. The equality m/X3 (X1 , X3)=0 holds if, and only if,
one has V12=V13V
−1
3 V32 .
Proof. Since, for k=1, 2, we have HXk
6=PH +X3 (HXk ) (see Lemma 5.1),
we deduce that m/X3 (X1 , X3)=0 is equivalent to
-U ¥HX1 , -V ¥HX2 , OU,PH +X3VP=0,
that is,
-U ¥HX1 , -V ¥HX2 ,OU, VP=OU,PHX3VP. (7.15)
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It is known (see, e.g., [4]) that PHX3=LX3V
−1
3 L
g
X3 . Thus, Equation (7.15) is
equivalent to
-a ¥X1 , -b ¥X2 , OLX1a, LX2bP=OLX1a, LX3V−13 LgX3LX2bP
that is,
-a ¥X1 , -b ¥X2 , Oa, V12bPX1=Oa, V13V−13 V32bPX1 , (7.16)
because Vij=L
g
XiLXj . Equation (7.16) is equivalent to V12=V13V
−1
3 V32; this
completes the proof. L
Remark 7.4. The equality V12=V13V
−1
3 V32 is the classical condition for
partial noncorrelation of random vectors (see, e.g., [14]). Hence, we have
introduced a class which allows to measure partial noncorrelation by using
canonical coefficients. This approach seems to have never been used before.
Corollary 7.4. If, for k=1, 2, the random vectors Xk and X3 are
uncorrelated, then the X3-linear association of X1 and X2 coincides to their
linear association.
Proof. From Lemma 5.1, we have HXk
6=PH +X3 (HXk ) (k=1, 2). Since
V13=0 and V23=0 are equivalent to HX1 +HX3 and HX2 +HX3 respectively,
one has HXk …H
+
X3 and, therefore HXk
6=HXk (k=1, 2). This completes the
proof. L
In the next proposition, the particular case where the Xk’s are real
random variables is considered. Denoting by cij the correlation coefficient
of Xi and Xj , we have
Proposition 7.3. When X1 , X2 , and X3 are centered real random
variables having second order moments and being not constant a.s., one has
m/X3 (X1 , X2)=hm(r
2
12.3), where hm is a nondecreasing real function verifying
hm(x)=0 Z x=0, and r12.3 is the usual partial correlation coefficient.
Proof. Clearly, HXk
6 consists of vectors having the form x−PHX3x,
where x is a vector of HXk (k=1, 2). Since we have
HX1=span{X1}, HX2=span{X2}, HX3=span{X3},
it is seen that
HX1
6=span{U1}, HX2
6=span{U2},
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with
U1=X1−
E(X1 X3)
var(X3)
X3 , U2=X2−
E(X2 X3)
var(X3)
X3 .
Thus, the squared canonical coefficient is the the squared correlation
coefficient of U1 and U2 , that is,
r21=
(c12− c13 c23)2
(1− c213) (1− c
2
23)
=r212.3 ,
and, therefore m/X3 (X1 , X2)=hm(r
2
12.3), where hm is defined by
hm(x)=Fm(|x|, 0, ...),
that is a nondecreasing function for x \ 0. L
In the general case, one has to determine the canonical coefficients of
HX1
6 and HX2
6. This can be done if an explicit expression of PHX16 PHX26 | HX16
(or an equivalent operator) by means of the covariance operators can be
given. When HXk 5HX3={0} (k=1, 2), such an expression can be derived
using Lemma 5.2.
7.4. Partial Nonlinear Association
Here, we use the notation of Section 7.2. Let X3 be a random variable
belonging to V2. For two other random variables X1 and X2 of V2 , we put
Yk=(Xk , X3) (k=1, 2).
Definition 7.4. A measure of partial nonlinear association relative to
X3 , or X3-nonlinear association, is any map m/X3 defined for any pair
(X1 , X2) such that (HY1 , HY2 ) ¥ C1HX3 , by
m/X3 (X1 , X2)=r(HY1 , HY2 ),
where r is a measure of HX3 -association.
This means that one consider a measure of association for the Hilbertian
subspaces
HX1
6=(HY1+HX3 )ıHX3 and HX26=(HY2+HX3 )ıHX3 .
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Clearly, one has
HXk
6={j(Xk , X3) ¥ L2(W,A, P) / EX3(j(Xk , X3))=0}
={j(Xk , X3)−EX3(j(Xk , X3)) / j(Xk , X3) ¥ L2(W,A, P)}.
When (HX1
6 , HX2
6) belongs to C, the real m/X3 (X1 , X2) is a function of the
canonical coefficients through a sndf. This measure satisfies the properties
of a measure of nonlinear association (see Corollary 7.2) except (iii), and
we have the following result; for an idea of the proof, see [3].
Proposition 7.4. The subspaces HX1
6 and HX2
6 are orthogonal if, and only
if, the random variables X1 and X2 are independent conditionally to X3.
Recall that X1 and X2 are said to be independent conditionally to X3 if
EX3(f(X1 , X3) g(X2 , X3))=EX3(f(X1 , X3)) EX3(g(X2 , X3))
for any functions f ¥ L2(PX1, X3 ) and g ¥ L
2(PX2, X3 ).
Then, X3-nonlinear association means conditional independence relative
to X3. This shows that, by Definition 7.4, we introduce a class of measures
of conditional independence. Of course, in most practical situations it
could not be possible to determine m/X3 (X1 , X2), but perhaps one could
obtain an approximation by using some methods similar to the methods
used for approximating the measures of nonlinear association.
Note also that by putting
HX1
6=(HX1+HX3 )ıHX3 and HX26=(HX2+HX3 )ıHX3 ,
one can define a class of measures of additive conditional independence
(for a definition, see [3]).
7.5. Linear Predictability of a Stationary Process
Let {Xt}t ¥ Z be a real second order stationary process. It usually occurs
that one predicts a linear combination Z=;nr=1 arXr in the future of the
process by a linear combination Z1=;mr=0 a1rX−r in its past. For gauging
the relevance of such an approach, measures of linear predictability have
been introduced in the literature (see, e.g, [17]).
Using the measures of association for Hilbertian subspaces, a class
of measures of linear predictability can be proposed. Indeed, considering
the past and the future of {Xt}t ¥ Z, that is the closed subspaces (of
L2(W,A, P)),
H1=span{Xt ; t [ 0}, H2=span{Xt ; t \ 1},
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it is seen that a measure of predictability is obtained by putting
p(X)=r(H1 , H2),
where r is a measure of association.
Note that we have implicitly supposed that (H1 , H2) belongs to C. A
sufficient condition for having this is that {Xt}t ¥ Z is a strongly mixing
process (in this case, we have a compact CA; see [17]). From now on, we
suppose that this condition is verified.
It is known that there exists an isometry J such that, for all t ¥ Z, one
has J(Xt)=ft ¥ L2(m), where m is the spectral measure of {Xt}t ¥ Z and ft is
the function ft(w)=exp(i tw). Thus, one has J(Hk)=Ek , with
E1=span{ft ; t [ 0}, E2=span{ft ; t \ 1},
and, from the properties of r, one has
p(X)=r(E1 , E2)=Fr(r),
where Fr is a sndf and r is the complete nonincreasing sequence of squared
canonical coefficients of E1 and E2. Methods for determinating and
computing r have been proposed (see [17, 18, 24]).
8. APPENDIX
We collect in this section some technical results that have been useful
above. Given x ¥ c0 , we define a map yx from Ng into itself by
yx(1)=min{n ¥Ng; |xn |=max
m
|xm |}
and -k > 1
yx(k)=min{n ¥Ng; n ] yx(i) - i ¥ Ik , |xn |=maxm{|xm |; m ] yx(i), - i ¥ Ik}}.
Lemma 8.1. For each x ¥ c0, the map yx is a permutation on Ng .
Proof. Given x=(xn)n ¥ c0, letm and n (m > n, without loss of generality)
be two elements of Ng. In accordance to its definition, yx(m) is necessarily
different from yx(n) since n is strictly less than m, so yx is a one to one map.
On the other hand, associate to each k ¥Ng such that xk=0 the neces-
sarily finite set Sk={n; |xk | [ |xn |} and nk=card Sk . Considering an
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increasing enumeration {a1 , ..., amk} (aj < aj+1) of the set of elements of
Ak={n; |xn |=|xk |}, we have mk [ nk , and for some l ¥ Imk+1, al=k; so
yx(nk−p)=amk −p , p=0, 1, ..., mk−l,
which finally proves that yx is a one to one map from Ng onto itself. L
Lemma 8.2. Given x ¥ c0 and y ¥ c0, there exists for each n ¥Ng (resp.
m ¥Ng) a unique p ¥Ng (resp. q ¥Ng) such that yx(n)=yy(p) (resp.
yy(m)=yx(q)).
Proof. Of course, it is sufficient to prove the first result which is
obvious by taking p=y−1y (yx(n)). L
Consequently, it is possible to consider the mapping
j: x=(xn)n ¥ c0 W j(x)=(|xyx(n) |) ¥ c˜0
which transfoms any x ¥ c0 into a non decreasing sequence. Of course, c˜0 is
invariant by j and we have j pY=Y.
This mapping j verifies the following property.
Lemma 8.3. For all (x, y) ¥ (c0)2 such that |x| [ |y|, one has j(x) [ j(y).
Proof. From |xn | [ |yn | (-n ¥Ng), we immediately obtain
|xyx(1) |=maxn |xn | [maxn |yn |=|yyy(1) |.
Suppose m > 1.
— Either yx(m) ¨ {yy(1), ..., yy(m−1)}, and we have
|xyx(m) | [ |yyx(m) | [max{|yn |; - i ¥ Im , n ] yy(i)}=|yyy(m) |,
— or yx(m) ¥ {yy(1), ..., yy(m−1)}, and there exists k ¥ Im such that
yx(m)=yy(k). Assuming that for each l ¥ Im we have yx(l)=yy(sl) with
sl < m, from Lemma 8.2 it results that {s1 , ..., sm−1} is a permutation of
Im . Thus, since k ¥ Im, there would exist l0 (l0 < m) so that sl0 ] k, and
yx(l0)=yy(k)=yx(m), which would contradict the fact that yx is a one to
one map. Consequently, there exist l < m and s \ m such that yx(l)=yy(s).
Since l < m, we have
|xyx(m) | [ |xyx(l) | [ |xyy(s) |,
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and, on the other hand m [ s implies
|xyy(s) | [ |yyy(s) | [ |yyy(m) |.
Combining these inequalities, we obtain |xyx(m) | [ |yyy(m) |.
Thus, the required result holds. L
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